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adukkappatikuttan's cinematography is crisp and crisp. the set design and costumes are well
thought out and impressively rendered. the visual effects are so-so but there are some nice shots.
rajan's music is corny and the editing is good. this seems like a fluff romantic comedy but it is far
from that. the story is quite simple and the acting is adequate. kurunthavasan (arya) and raja rani

(nayanthara) live together in the same apartment. kurunthavasan is an honest man who works as a
postman. he is a bachelor. he has a nice girlfriend but he is not interested in love. he is an honest

man and has no criminal record. he is a family man, he never drinks and is very nice to his family. he
is a very loving person. he likes to watch movies and listen to music. he is very quiet but is always

helpful to his friends. he comes to know about raja rani through sarath and he begins to try and find
raja rani. he goes to her house and asks if she can give him a place to stay. she agrees. he stays
with her. he saves her from a would-be-robber and gets into a fight with him. he does not tell her

about this. she does not know that he is an honest man. in the last 15 years, tamil cinema has
evolved from one where love, music, dancing were the main content to a place where love and
money are the main content. but the former is still there. it’s just that cinema is no longer as

descriptive as it used to be. we can see a lot of it in the movies we make today. but none of it is as
surprising as raja rani. it’s clear there is more to love than just money and life is not all about
surviving. swaraj is another film in the same vein. it deals with the same topic (except from a

different perspective) but the director has a different style. kathakali, too, has a few good moments
but they don’t reach the level of raja rani. mehndi, too, has a few good moments but they don’t

reach the level of raja rani.
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raja rani is also the third bollywood
film after shah rukh khan-starrer

raees and the shashi-starrer
shivaay to feature an a-list star pair
in one film. the film also has people

looking at it as the first a-list
romantic thriller. the film is centring

around the topic of loss and loss,
the raja rani team has paid most of
the credit to arya for bringing such

a stellar performance for the
heroine. anushka sharma and
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sarathkumar have also given good
performance in this film.

sarathkumar, who was last seen in
jab harry met sejal, plays natarajan,

who has an obsession about his
wife's murder. sarathkumar's

character is strongly based on the
late bollywood actor gautam adik
(son of veteran actor aditha and

father of actor-director abhishek),
who died a few months ago. arya

was seen hitting out at the media in
his opening monologue. he

delivered a speech in which he said,
"they (the media) will make
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anything into a big story. they will
make a small moral statement a

bollywood film. i respect the media.
but i also know that only if i do

good work, the media will promote
me, no matter what i do." he

added, "i am a rapper, i am also an
actor. in this type of film, my co-

actor, reema banu has done a good
job. she is doing all the stunts for
the third part. she is also a stunt

woman. she has worked for disney.
we work together but i am very

upset with what the media is
saying. i could have tweeted but i
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feel i should say it publicly." in
form, this is one of those rare good-

looking romantic comedies
(cinematography by george

williams) which is crafted with great
taste, aesthetics and a fairly

modern urban sensibility. but in
terms of content, raja rani is let
down by a few contrivances in

scene detailing, characterisation
and the leisurely paced three-love-
stories-in-one narrative (edited by

antony l ruben). 5ec8ef588b
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